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  Think Again, Adam Grant (2021)  

 The first-instinct fallacy: revising your first answer in 
a test will hurt your score. In 33 studies, the majority of an-
swers were revised from wrong to right. However, questioning 
ourselves does make the world more unpredictable. When it 
comes to our possessions, we update with fervor. We refresh 
our wardrobes when they go out of style and renovate our 
kitchens when they’re no longer in vogue. But when it comes 
to our knowledge and opinions, we tend to stick to our guns. 
We favor the comfort of conviction over the discomfort of 
doubt and let our beliefs get brittle long before our bones. We 
listen to views that make us feel good, instead of ideas that 
make us think hard. Once we hear a story and accept it as true, 
we rarely question it. Under acute stress, those typically revert 
to automatic, well-learned responses.  
 I’ve spent the past 15 years researching and teaching 
evidence-based management. My job is to think again about 
how we work, lead, and live—and to enable others to do the 
same. Just as sexism is not only a women’s issue, racism is not 
only an issue for people of color. Calcified ideologies are tear-
ing American culture apart. What if we were quicker to amend 
our own mental constitutions? 
 A hallmark of wisdom is knowing when to abandon 
some of our most treasured tools—and some of the most cher-
ished parts of our identity. Adapting to a changing environ-
ment isn’t something a company does—it’s something people 
do in decisions they make every day. Rethinking is a skill set 
and a mindset. What set great presidents apart was their intel-
lectual curiosity and openness. They saw many of their poli-
cies as experiments to run, not points to score.  
 Visions for change are more compelling when they 
include continuity. The iPhone represented a dramatic leap in 
rethinking the smartphone. However, since its inception, inno-
vation has been more incremental, with different sizes and 
shapes, better cameras, and longer battery life, but few funda-
mental changes to the purpose or user experience.  
 Ignorance more frequently begets confidence than 
knowledge. Women typically underestimate their leadership 
skills, while men overestimate theirs. Some football fans are 
convinced they know more than the coaches. That’s the arm-
chair quarterback syndrome, where confidence exceeds com-
petence. The impostor syndrome is where competence exceeds 
confidence—they’re genuinely unaware of just how intelli-
gent, creative, or charming they are. The Dunning-Kruger ef-
fect is that when we lack competence we’re most likely to 
brim with overconfidence. The more superior we think our 
knowledge, the less interested we are in learning and updating. 
If we’re certain that we know something, we have no reason to 
look for gaps and flaws in our knowledge. 
 When we lack the knowledge and skills to achieve 
excellence, we often lack them to judge excellence. We’re also 
prone to overconfidence in situations where it’s easy to con-
fuse experience for expertise, like driving, typing, trivia, and 
managing emotions. Patient mortality rates in hospitals seem 
to spike in July (Mount Stupid), when new resident doctors 
take over. It’s their overestimation of skill. Humility is the an-
tidote to getting stuck on this Mount Stupid. 
 Humility means “from the earth.” It’s about being 
grounded—recognizing that we’re flawed and fallible. We 

want to attain confident humility: faith in our capability while 
appreciating that we may not have the right solution or even 
be addressing the right problem. That gives us enough doubt 
to reexamine our old knowledge and enough confidence to 
pursue new insights. Confident humility can be taught. The 
most effective leaders score high in both.  
 It is quite common among women and marginalized 
groups to feel like impostors. Among investment profession-
als: the more often they felt like impostors, the higher their 
performance. Impostor thoughts can motivate us to work 
smarter and make us better learners. Learning requires the hu-
mility to realize we have something to learn. Nurses who felt 
some hesitation about assuming the charge mantle were more 
effective leaders. Confidence is just as often the result of pro-
gress as the cause of it. One candidate for an office was voted 
in because voters were delighted to see someone treat her 
competitors with respect. Knowledge is best sought from ex-
perts, but creativity and wisdom can come from anywhere.   
 When ideas survive, it’s not because they’re true—
it’s because they’re interesting—they challenge our weakly 
held opinions. Great discoveries often begin not with “Eu-
reka!” but with “That’s odd!” You must not fool yourself—
and you are the easiest person to fool. When our deeply held 
opinions are threatened, it feels as if we’ve been punched in 
the mind. Our beliefs are sealed in echo chambers, where we 
hear only from people who intensify and validate them. What 
first attracted me to social science was reading studies that 
clashed with my expectations. Discovering I was wrong felt 
joyful because it meant I’d learned something. 
 To unlock the joy of being wrong, we need to detach 
our present from our past and our opinions from our identity. 
If you don’t look back at yourself and think, ‘Wow, how stu-
pid I was a year ago,’ then you must not have learned much in 
the last year. Lobotomies. Stop-and-Frisk. These practices 
were once seen as reasonable and effective. When we define 
ourselves by values rather than opinions, they buy us the flexi-
bility to update our practices in light of new evidence.  
 Identifying even a single reason why we might be 
wrong can be enough to curb overconfidence. Many political 
forecasters fall into the rookie mistake of desirability bias, al-
lowing preference to cloud judgment. If we’re insecure, we 
make fun of others. If we’re comfortable being wrong, we’re 
not afraid to poke fun at ourselves. 
 What matters is how respectfully parents argue, not 
how frequently. Kids whose parents clash constructively feel 
more emotionally safe in elementary school. Highly creative 
architects were more likely to come from homes with plenty 
of friction. They often grew up in households that were “tense 
but secure.” When the Wright brothers said they thought to-
gether, what they really meant is that they fought together. It 
was one of their most passionate and prolonged arguments that 
led them to rethink a critical assumption that had prevented 
humans from soaring through the skies. We learn more from 
people who challenge our thought process than those who 
affirm our conclusions. Strong leaders engage their critics and 
make themselves stronger. Disagreeable givers often make the 
best critics: their intent is to elevate the work, they challenge 
because they care. 
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 It’s common for people who lack power or status to 
shift into politician mode, suppressing their dissenting views 
in favor of conforming to the HIPPO—the Highest Paid Per-
son’s Opinion. Healthy tension is intellectual, not emotional. 
The tone is vigorous and feisty rather than combative or ag-
gressive. Although I’m terrified of hurting other people’s feel-
ings, when it comes to challenging their thoughts, I have no 
fear. Simply framing a dispute as a debate rather than as a dis-
agreement signals that you’re receptive to considering dissent-
ing opinions. We expect a debate to be about ideas, not emo-
tions. When we argue about why, we run the risk of becoming 
emotionally attached to our positions and dismissive of the 
other side’s. We’re more likely to have a good fight if we ar-
gue about how. 
 In a formal debate your goal is to change the mind of 
your audience. In an informal debate, you’re trying to change 
the mind of your conversation partner. A good debate is not a 
war. It’s not even a tug-of-war. It’s more like a dance that 
hasn’t been choreographed. If you can adapt your moves to 
hers, and get her to do the same, you’re more likely to end up 
in rhythm.  
 A weak argument dilutes a strong one. The more rea-
sons we put on the table, the easier it is for people to discard 
the shakiest one. Average negotiators lose ground not because 
of the strength of their most compelling point, but because of 
the weakness of their least compelling one. Skilled negotiators 
rarely go on offense or defense. Instead, they express curiosity 
with questions like “So you don’t see any merit in this pro-
posal at all?” Of every 5 comments the expert negotiators 
made, at least one ended in a question. Having even one nego-
tiator who brings a scientist’s level of humility and curiosity 
improves outcomes for both parties, because she will search 
for more information and discover ways to make both sides 
better off.  
 Start by emphasizing common ground. We won’t 
have much luck changing other people’s minds if we refuse to 
change ours. We can demonstrate openness by acknowledging 
where we agree with our critics and even what we’ve learned 
from them. Then, when we ask what views they might be will-
ing to revise, we’re not hypocrites. Most top debaters aren’t 
citing a lot of information. A single line of argument feels like 
a conversation; multiple lines of argument can become an on-
slaught. Abandon an overconfidence cycle and engage in a re-
thinking cycle. 
 Having a conversation about the conversation shifts 
attention away from the substance of the disagreement and 
toward the process for dialogue. When someone is losing con-
trol, your tranquility is a sign of strength. “What evidence 
would change your mind?” Expert witnesses and deliberating 
jurors are more credible and persuasive when they express 
moderate confidence, rather than high or low confidence. 
 A young woman interviewed for a product manager 
at an investment company. “I’m probably not the candidate 
you’ve been envisioning, but what I do have are skills that 
can’t be taught. I take ownership of projects far beyond my 
pay grade and seek for myself what needs to be done. I invest 
myself deeply in my projects.” By emphasizing a small num-
ber of core strengths, she avoided argument dilution and fo-
cused attention on her strongest points. By showing curiosity 
about times the team had been wrong, she may have motivated 

them to rethink their criteria. They realized that they weren’t 
looking for a set of skills and credentials—they were looking 
for someone with the motivation and ability to learn. By ask-
ing questions rather than thinking for the audience, we invite 
them to join us as a partner and think for themselves. By con-
sidering the strongest version of an opponent’s perspective 
and limiting our responses to our few best steps, we have a 
better chance of finding a rhythm. 
 Our beliefs are like reality goggles. We use them to 
make sense of the world and navigate our surroundings. Upon 
returning from space and viewing earth, astronauts were less 
focused on individual achievements and personal happiness, 
and more concerned about the collective good. A key step in 
getting people to do some counterfactual thinking is helping 
them consider what they’d believe if they were living in an al-
ternative reality. When we realize how easily we could have 
held different stereotypes, we may be more willing to update 
our views. Counterfactual questions invite people to explore 
the origins of their own beliefs—and reconsider their stances 
toward other groups. People gain humility when they reflect 
on how different circumstances could have led them to differ-
ent beliefs. Having grasped how arbitrary their stereotypes 
were, people were more open to rethinking their views. Re-
search suggests more similarities between groups than we rec-
ognize. And there’s typically more variety within groups than 
between them. Interacting with members of another group re-
duced prejudice in 94% of the cases we ran.  
 Much like a vaccine inoculates our physical immune 
system against a virus, the act of resistance fortifies our psy-
chological immune system. Refuting a point of view produces 
antibodies against future influence attempts. 
 Motivational interviewing involves 3 key techniques: 
Asking open-ended questions. Engaging in reflective listening. 
Affirming the person’s desire and ability to change. Motiva-
tional interviewing is now used around the world by tens of 
thousands of practitioners. It’s been used effectively by health 
professionals to help people stop smoking, abusing drugs and 
alcohol, gambling, and having unsafe sex, as well as to im-
prove their diets and exercise habits, overcome eating disor-
ders, and lose weight. To protect freedom, instead of giving 
commands or offering recommendations, a motivational inter-
viewer might say something along the lines of “Here are a few 
things that have helped me—do you think any of them might 
work for you?” Asking questions can help with self-persua-
sion. It guides others to self-discovery. The most effective way 
to help others open their minds is often to listen.  
 When people detect an attempt at influence, they 
have sophisticated defense mechanisms. Listening well is 
more than a matter of talking less. It’s a set of skills in asking 
and responding. It’s helping to “facilitate the clear expression 
of another person’s thoughts.” Although people want a doctor 
to fix their broken bones, when it comes to the problems in 
their heads, they often want sympathy rather than solutions. 
 Betty Bigombe set out to provide this in Uganda. She 
started traveling through rural areas to visit camps for inter-
nally displaced people. At each camp, she announced that she 
wasn’t there to lecture them, but to listen to them. Her curios-
ity and confident humility caught the Ugandans by surprise. 
She invited people to air their grievances and suggest remedial 
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measures to be taken. People’s attitudes became more com-
plex and less extreme after they sat in a listening circle where 
one person at a time held a talking stick and everyone else lis-
tened attentively. 
 Inverse charisma captures the magnetic quality of a 
great listener. Listening displays respect and an expression of 
care. Listening offers others our scarcest, most precious gift: 
our attention. Presenting 2 extremes isn’t the solution: it’s part 
of the polarization problem. An antidote to this proclivity is 
complexifying: showcasing the range of perspectives on a 
given topic. It takes a multitude of views to help people realize 
that they too contain multitudes of views. A dose of complex-
ity can disrupt overconfidence cycles and spur rethinking cy-
cles.  
 I don’t believe in political parties. As an organiza-
tional psychologist, I want to vet candidates’ leadership skills 
before I worry about their policy positions. As a citizen, I be-
lieve it’s my responsibility to form an independent opinion on 
each issue. 
 Resisting the impulse to simplify is a step toward be-
coming more argument literate. I’m asking us to apply re-
thinking to different parts of our lives, so that we keep learn-
ing at every stage. Our beliefs are shaped by our motivations-- 
what we want to believe. 
 Many believe that preaching with passion and con-
viction persuades. Distinguish skeptics from deniers. Skeptics 
have a healthy scientific stance. Learn to recognize complexity 
as a signal of credibility. When experts express doubt, they be-
come more persuasive. People will ignore or even deny the ex-
istence of a problem if they’re not fond of the solution. Asking 
how reduces polarization. One key step is to include caveats. 
When news reports about science included caveats, they suc-
ceeded in capturing readers’ interest and keeping their minds 
open. Many journalists want to maintain a consistent narrative 
rather than an accurate record. 
 If you want to predict performance across jobs, IQ is 
more than twice as important as emotional intelligence. Idea 
cults defend detox diets and cleanses long after they’ve been 
exposed as snake oil. Democrats underestimate the number of 
Republicans who recognize the prevalence of racism and sex-
ism—and Republicans underestimate the number of Demo-
crats who are proud to be Americans and oppose open borders. 
The greater the distance between us and an adversary, the 
more likely we are to oversimplify their actual motives. What 
works is not perspective-taking but perspective-seeking. Test 
your hypotheses by striking up conversations. 
 Every time we try to help someone think again, we’re 
doing a kind of education. Extraordinary educators foster re-
thinking cycles by instilling intellectual humility, disseminat-
ing doubt, and cultivating curiosity. There’s a huge difference 
between learning about other people’s false beliefs and actu-
ally learning to unbelieve things ourselves. 
 Today we live in a golden age of spellbinding speak-
ing, where great orators engage and educate from platforms 
with unprecedented reach. Despite enjoying lectures more, 
students actually gained more knowledge and skill from ac-
tive-learning sessions in our experiments. It required more 
mental effort, which made it less fun but led to deeper under-
standing. Lectures turn students into passive receivers of infor-
mation rather than active thinkers. When a speaker delivers an 

inspiring message, the audience scrutinizes the material less 
carefully and forgets more of the content—while claiming to 
remember more of it. The sage-on-the-stage often preaches 
new thoughts, but rarely teaches us how to think for ourselves. 
It’s a problem that lectures remain the dominant method of 
teaching. If you spend all of your school years being fed infor-
mation and are never given the opportunity to question it, you 
won’t develop the tools for rethinking what you need in life.  
 Although perfectionists are more likely to ace school, 
they don’t perform any better than their colleagues at work. 
Achieving excellence in school often requires mastering old 
ways of thinking. Building an influential career demands new 
ways of thinking. 
 A powerful way to begin the rethinking process was 
to write letters to their freshmen selves covering what they 
wish they had known back then. The graduates encouraged 
their younger selves to stay open to different majors, don’t ob-
sess with grades, and focus more on relationships. Pursue dif-
ferent career possibilities, rather than committing too soon to 
the one that promised the most pay or prestige. As we ap-
proach any life transition—whether it’s a first job, a second 
marriage, or a third child—we can pause to ask others what 
they wish they’d known before they went through that experi-
ence. 
 It’s been demonstrated that one of the best ways to 
learn is to teach. All my students give a passion talk as a way 
of introducing themselves to their peers—what are they pas-
sionate about. I present them with “grapples”—problems to 
work through in phases. Think-pair-share: the kids started in-
dividually, updated their ideas in small groups, and then pre-
sented their thoughts to the rest of the class. One of the hall-
marks of an open mind is responding to confusion with curios-
ity and interest. 
 Good teachers introduce new thoughts; great teachers 
introduce new ways of thinking. Collecting a teacher’s 
knowledge may help us solve the challenges of the day but un-
derstanding how a teacher thinks can help us navigate the 
challenges of a lifetime. Ultimately, education is the habits we 
develop as we keep revising our drafts and the skills we build 
to keep learning.  
 Rethinking is more likely to happen in a learning cul-
ture, where growth is the core value and rethinking cycles 
are routine. In learning cultures, the norm is for people to 
know what they don’t know, doubt their existing practices, 
and stay curious about new routines to try. 
 In psychologically unsafe teams, people hid their 
mishaps to avoid penalties, which made it difficult for anyone 
to diagnose root causes and prevent future problems. They 
kept repeating the same mistakes. Google did a study to iden-
tify the factors that distinguish teams with high performance 
and well-being. What mattered most was psychological safety. 
Although leaders might understand its significance, they often 
misunderstand what it is and how to create it. In performance 
cultures, the emphasis on results often undermines it. 
 A lack of psychological safety was a persistent prob-
lem at NASA. “How do you know?” is a good pushback ques-
tion to challenge a statement by an expert. Changing the cul-
ture of an entire organization is daunting, while changing the 
culture of a team is more feasible. It starts with modeling the 
values we want to promote, identifying and praising others 
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who exemplify them, and building a coalition of colleagues 
committed to making the change. Ask for feedback on how 
you can improve, and people will feel safe to take risks.  
 We advise leaders to tell their teams about a time 
when they benefited from constructive criticism and to iden-
tify the areas that they were now working to improve. It was 
only over time—as managers repeatedly demonstrated humil-
ity and curiosity—that the dynamic changed. It takes confident 
humility to admit that we’re a work in progress. It shows that 
we care more about improving ourselves than proving our-
selves. 
 The worst thing about best practices is that they im-
ply an endpoint. We might be better off looking for better 
practices. NASA rewarded luck and repeating problematic 
practices, failing to rethink what qualified as an acceptable 
risk. Focusing on results might be good for short-term perfor-
mance, but it can be an obstacle to long-term learning. Along 
with outcome accountability, we can create process accounta-
bility by evaluating how carefully different options are consid-
ered as people make decisions. When psychological safety ex-
ists without accountability, people tend to stay within their 
comfort zone, and when there’s accountability but not safety, 
people tend to stay silent in an anxiety zone. When we com-
bine them, we create a learning zone--a challenge network. 
Requiring proof of each new idea is an enemy of progress. 
The goal in a learning culture is to welcome experiments, to 
make rethinking so familiar that it becomes routine.  
 We don’t know how time and circumstances will 
change what we want or want to be. Locking our life GPS 
onto a single target can give us the right directions to the 
wrong destination. When it comes to rethinking, grit may have 
a dark side. 
 Tell your kids the truth. . . . You can be anything 
you’re good at . . . as long as they hire what your good at. 
When they see work as what they do rather than who they are, 
they are more open to exploring different possibilities. They 
often know too little about the job and their evolving selves to 
make a lifelong commitment. 
 Some key questions to ask yourself twice a year: 
When did you form the aspirations you’re currently pursuing, 
and how have you changed since then? Identify people you 
admire within or outside your field and observe what they ac-
tually do at work. Do informational interviews, job shadow-
ing, and sample projects to get a taste of the work. Expand 
your repertoire of possible selves. 
 The more people value happiness, the less happy they 
often become. Placing a great deal of importance on happiness 
is a risk factor for depression. We may get too busy evaluating 
life to actually experience it. Happiness depends more on the 
frequency of positive emotions than their intensity. We over-
emphasize pleasure at the expense of purpose. Meaning is 
healthier than happiness. While enjoyment waxes and wanes, 
meaning tends to last. 
 Passions are often developed, not discovered. They 
grow as we gain momentum and mastery. Happiness is a by-
product of mastery and meaning. “They only are happy who 
have their minds fixed on some object other than their own 
happiness.” Aiming at something else, they find happiness by 
the way. The best we can do is plan for what we want to learn 
and contribute over the next few years and stay open to what 

might come next. Our identities are open systems, and so are 
our lives. 
 
[The most effective leaders score high in both confidence and 
humility. Achieving excellence in school often requires mas-
tering old ways of thinking. Building an influential career de-
mands new ways of thinking. Good teachers introduce new 
thoughts; great teachers introduce new ways of thinking. Col-
lecting a teacher’s knowledge may help us solve the chal-
lenges of the day but understanding how a teacher thinks can 
help us navigate the challenges of a lifetime. We don’t know 
how time and circumstances will change what we want or 
want to be. The more people value happiness, the less happy 
they often become. Meaning is healthier than happiness. Pas-
sions are often developed, not discovered. [This is a sequel to 
Give and Take] 


